C O R P OR ATE PR OF I L E

NOW THERE’S EVEN MORE
WITH

GIBSON

OUR HISTORY
Doug Gibson started building retail stores in Australia
in the 1920’s, growing with Australia’s largest retailers
and establishing Gibson Shopfitters to serve his
expanding client base. Over the decades Gibson
Shopfitters has been at the forefront of retail fixture
design, manufacture and installation, and is proud to
be a member of the ShanYoung Group today.

MORE VALUE WITH GIBSON
With the backing of ShanYoung, Gibson can offer its
Australian clients more – More innovation in materials
and design. More offshore opportunities including
lighting and point of sale products. More options for
faster, cheaper transport solutions. More, in fact, of
everything Gibson is already famous for.

YOUR GLOBAL PARTNER
We can leverage new global networks to help
Australian brands expand offshore.
We can offer our efficient, cost effective ‘shop in a box’
– shipping everything you need in one container.
With a base in Shanghai, we can ship for a flat rate to
any Australian port, which means faster transport at
lower cost to our clients.

www.gibsonshopfitters.com.au

DESIGN

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Everything starts with an idea and at Gibson.

Our expert project managers can deliver

We seek and retain the brightest design talent

complete turnkey retail solutions for clients,

to ensure we remain at the forefront of retail

handling multi-million dollar projects from start

fixture design in Australia. We are experts in

to finish across the country.

cost engineering, delivering savings to our
clients through innovation and access to the

From concept to completion, Gibson has the

latest materials and finishes.

scale and reach to undertake the largest of
project rollouts across the country. From fixture

MANUFACTURING

only supply to complete project management

We are expert builders of joinery, glass, metal

outcomes Gibson has the experience and

and solid surface. We manufacture in our

backing to meet the needs of Australian

Australian or offshore factories as required

retailers.

delivering the best possible value and quality for
our clients.

RETAIL SHELVING
Gibson designed the Australian standard
of retail gondola shelving in Australia, and
continue to supply industry leading equipment
today. Off the shelf products are available for
supermarket, convenience, liquor, hardware and
pharmacy solutions.

O UR G LOB AL NETWO RK

SYDNEY (Head Office)

MELBOURNE

BRISBANE

1/11 Ferndell St
South Granville NSW 2142
Ph. 02 8724 4600

Suite 114D, 84 Hotham St
Preston Vic 3072

Unit 20b, 10-20 Depot St
Banyo QLD 4014
Ph. 07 3266 9502

Fax 02 8724 4699

Ph. 03 9847 6822

www.gibsonshopfitters.com.au

